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A structured interview was used to elicit 35

depressed patients' reports of memory function after

a full course of either bilateral or unilateral ECT The

interviewer and patients were blind to the type of

electrode placement. Although the two groups of

subjects did not differ in severity of depression or

amount of ECT significantly more patients receiving

bilateral ECT reported general difficulty remembering

things, difficulty describing events before

hospitalization, and difficufly remembering daily

events.
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I ncreasing attention has been given to memory loss

and confusion as a side effect of ECT. Despite the

large body of literature on this topic, only a few

investigators have included patients' own assessments

of their memories after this treatment. In polling the

majority of ECT patients at one hospital in a given

year, Freeman and Kendell 1 found that 50% of the

sample rated memory loss as the worst side effect of

the treatment. See also Freeman and associates' study

[2]. In addition, Squire and associates 3 obtained

patients' self-ratings of a list of typical memory func

tions before bilateral ECT and 1 week and 6 months

afterward; their patients rated some but not all of the

memory functions as worse after ECT.

Exaggerated complaints about one's memory might

be expected from all patients, given the publicity this

side effect of ECT has received. However, in Small's

follow-up 2-5 years study of subjective memory

complaints associated with ECT 4, only 8% of the

patients treated with nondominant unilateral ECT had

memory complaints, compared with 46% of the pa

tients who had received bilateral ECT. This result was
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subsequently replicated by Squire and Chace 5. The

APA task force on ECT has also reported that bilateral

electrode placement is more often associated with

memory loss than is nondominant unilateral place

ment 6. This fact would be well-known by an

interviewer in a psychiatric setting, and even patients

themselves might be informed about this potential

difference due to electrode placement. A dummy elec

trode on the dominant side of the head for nondomi

nant unilateral ECTwould be a necessary condition in

a double-blind study. Caution is therefore needed in

interpreting the results of prior studies which do not

contain a statement that both the interviewer and the

patients were blind to electrode placement.

Severe depression has been shown to impair per

formance on short-term memory tests 7, 8 and,

especially in the elderly, has been associated with

complaints of poor memory 9. Physicians may be

referring patients with more severe depression for

bilateral ECT, introducing a systematic bias into stud

ies comparing the effects of bilateral versus unilateral

treatment. In Small's study 4, although depressive

symptoms were systematically matched, there were

more schizophrenic patients in the bilateral group:

They comprised 77% of that group, compared with

33% of the unilateral group. Thus, patient and inter

viewer blindness and random assignment to electrode

placement are essential in ensuring that differences

between bilateral and unilateral treatments are due to

neither differences in expectation nor severity of ill

ness.

It is also conceivable that bilateral and unilateral

electrode placements exert their differential effects on

memory through varying amounts of treatment. Since

seizures are frequently missed by the patient 10, the

number of sessions is not an adequate measure of

amount of treatment received. Careful monitoring by

EEG of the number of seizure seconds in each session

can help separate the effects of electrode placement on

memory from those of treatment dosage. The failure to

properly measure and report this variable has seriously

flawed previous studies comparing bilateral and uni

lateral treatment.

In the present study we recorded patients' assess

ments of their memories after a complete series of

ECT; patients and interviewer were blind to electrode

placement. The extent of depression was formally

rated by a psychiatrist blind to electrode placement,
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and the amount of seizure activity during treatment

was monitored by EEG. The purpose of the study was

to determine the nature of memory complaints, if any,

after a course of ECT in depressed patients and to

determine if memory complaints were related to site of

electrode placement.

METHOD

Subjects were 35 inpatients 24 women and ii men

at a private psychiatric hospital the Carrier Founda

tion who had been diagnosed as having major affec

tive disorder 34 patients or schizoaffective disorder

one patient according to DSM-III criteria. This study

was initiated during an ongoing larger study that

assessed the effect of dexamethasone on ECT-induced

memory loss 11, 12; these patients were the last 35

from the larger study. Once patients were referred for

ECTand had signed informed consent forms to partici

pate in the research study, they were randomly as

signed to one of four groups with regard to both

electrode placement and drug/placebo conditions.

There was a restriction in the larger study that the four

groups be equal in size. There were no statistical

differences between drug and placebo groups for the

data that will be presented in this paper. Thus, for

clarity we combined drug and placebo patients in the

bilateral and unilateral groups. By chance, 21 of the 35

patients had been assigned to bilateral and 14 to

nondominant unilateral ECT. The ratio of women to

men was similar in both groups.

ECT was administered three times weekly with

bipolar brief pulse stimuli with a constant current of

800 mA. Dominance was determined according to a

shortened version of the Harris Tests of Lateral Domi

nance 13, and all unilateral treatments were delivered

to the nondominant side of the head. Three leads, one

attached to a dummy electrode, were used for both

types of treatment to ensure patient blindness to

assigned group. All seizures were monitored with

simultaneous EEG recordings. If a single stimulus

resulted in less than 25 seconds of seizure activity-the

treatment length recommended by the APA task force

6-the stimulus was repeated at higher settings so

that seizure seconds for the session totaled at least 25.

As reported elsewhere 11, 12, cognitive tests, self-

rating scales, and psychiatrist evaluations of depres

sion and psychopathology were completed according

to a fixed schedule throughout the treatment series.

Within approximately a week of confirmation that a

patient had received the last ECT in a series, he or she

was interviewed by an experimenter G.R. who was

also blind to the type of electrode placement. The

interview questions were designed to appear as a

general evaluation of the ECT so as not to particularly

elicit compliance in reporting of memory difficulties.

For example, improvements in memory and mood

were also discussed.

After this interview the patient's attending physi

cian, who was not blind to electrode placement, was

questioned about the patient's progress in treatment

and memory function. The attending physician's eval

uation was obtained in this way for 32 of the 35

patients who had been interviewed.

RESULTS

Patients given bilateral and unilateral ECT did not

differ with regard to age mean age for sample=53.1

years; range, 22-78, IQ mean [±SD] Kent [14J

IQ=20.82±5.48, or time elapsed between the last

treatment and the interview mean [±SD]=S.S±4.2

days.

By the end of the treatment all patients showed a

significant improvement on the Hamilton Rating Scale

for Depression 15, which was completed by a psychi

atrist blind to electrode placement mean[±SDJ pre

treatment score for the sample22.1±7.7, mean post-

treatment score=6.8±7.4; t=7.S, df31, p<.OOl.

The mean pretreatment Hamilton scores for the bilat

eral and unilateral groups were not significantly differ

ent bilateral group=22.8 ±5.3, unilateral group

=19.7± 10.1; t=1.17, df=33, n.s., nor were the mean

posttreatment scores bilateral group 7.7±8.3, uni

lateral group=5.0±S.7; t=1.03, df32, n.s.. The

change between mean pretreatment and posttreatment

Hamilton scores for the bilateral 15.2±11.7 and

unilateral 15.2± 12.2 groups was identical.

The mean number of treatment sessions for the

bilateral and unilateral patients 8.9±3.4 and

7.9±1.6 was not significantly different t=1.05,

df33, n.s.. Total mean seizure time for the bilateral

and unilateral patients 324.4± 128.5 and 263.5 ±69.4

seconds did not differ statistically t=1.62, df=33,

n.s..

Patients' responses to the interview questions are

shown in table 1. Probabilities were obtained with a

two-tailed Fisher exact test. Percents are based only on

the number of patients who answered a particular

question.

Although slightly more bilateral than unilateral pa

tients felt that the treatments had helped them, this

difference did not reach statistical significance

p=.lO. However, differences between the two groups

in complaints of poor memory were apparent. Signifi

cantly more bilateral than unilateral patients described

general difficulty remembering things, difficulty de

scribing events before hospitalization, and difficulty

remembering daily events. Although the number of

days elapsed between the last cognitive testing session

and the actual interview was equivalent in both groups

t.90, df=30, n.s., significantly more bilateral than

unilateral patients were unable to remember these

sessions, which took place several times during the

ECT series. This determination was made by unobtru

sively asking the patients about the sessions. Despite

the fact that bilateral patients had more specific memo

ry complaints, the two groups did not differ signifi
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TABLE 1. Frequency of Memory Complaints in 35 Depressed Patients After Bilateral or Unilateral ECT

Bilateral

Available

N=21 Unilateral N=14

Available

Effect of Treatment Samplea N % Samplea N % Significanceb

Helped 17 17 100 14 10 71 n.s.

Improved remembering 21 5 24 14 3 21 n.s.

Difficulty remembering

Difficulty describing events before admission

Difficulty remembering daily events

Memory worse since admission

21

21

20

1 6

13

13

7

4

62

62

35

25

14

14

13

14

0

2

0

0

14

p=.O02

p=.02

p=.OS

n.s.

No memory for testing sessions 21 12 57 14 1 7 p=.Oi

`flie number of patients on which the percent is based. Missing data represent responses of "I don't know" or indirect responses that were not codable.
5Two-tailed Fisher exact test.

candy in the number of patients rating their memories

as worse since admission or in the number reporting

some memory improvement.

To determine whether there were more complaints

per individual in the bilateral group, we took a tally of

memory complaints from the responses to the last five

interview questions in table 1. Eight bilateral and 14

unilateral patients had 0-i complaint about memory,

and 13 bilateral but no unilateral patients had two to

five complaints p=.002, Fisher exact test. The largest

number of complaints per patient in the unilateral

group was only one, whereas over half of the bilateral

patients had two or more complaints p= .002. All

bilateral patients had at least one complaint.

Each patient's physician was contacted and asked

briefly about the patient's progress and memory. A

pattern similar to that seen in the patient reports

emerged. The doctors agreed with their patients' evalu

ations of treatment effectiveness in 93% of the cases.

More bilateral than unilateral patients complained to

their physicians of memory problems, although this

difference did not reach statistical significance

p=.1O. Only 41% of the 22 patients who had both

interviews and who had reported impaired memory to

the interviewer made similar complaints to their physi

cians. In the physicians' opinions, memory problems

and confusion were more widespread in the bilateral

group p.OS.

DISCUSSION

The overall results of the present study are similar to

the findings of Small 4 and are directly comparable to

the results obtained from Freeman and Kendell's sur

vey 1 of 166 ECT patients both bilateral and

unilateral. Seventy-eight percent of Freeman and Ken-

dell's patients and 87% of ours felt that the treatments

j helped. Yort -one ercent of Freeman and Kendell's

",Y patients spontaneous y r cu ies wit i

ory, and an additional 23% re . culties when

questione i ut s ecific memor problems. e

patIents in the present study, 3S0o re e me y

complaints in response to a general question, and an

additional 18% mentioned specific problems as the

interview roressed

*r

ins, 64%. of the parisnts in the

Freeman and Kendell study and 53% of those in the

present study had some memory comp1int.

Our data also corroborate the finding by Squire and

associates 16 that many of their patients who re

ceived bilateral ECT maintained an amnesia for events

surrounding their admission to the hospital. Of the

bilateral ECT patients in the present study, 62%

complained of difficulty describing events that oc

curred just before hospitalization, whereas only 14%

of the unilateral patients did so p.02.

As we mentioned earlier, when the subjects were

questioned unobtrusively, many more bilateral than

unilateral patients had no recall of cognitive test

sessions that took place at several times during the

ECT series. This finding supports similar observations

in a smaller sample by Daniel and associates 17.

When questioned directly after the sixth ECT treat

ment, none of their bilateral but 78% of their unilater

al patients claimed to remember being read a short

story before that treatment. In a second study, a niore

objective determination was made 24 hours after the

fifth ECT treatment. Significantly more bilateral than

unilateral patients had no memory for a test session

that took place one-half hour before the fifth ECT

treatment 18.

In the present study there were more memory coni

plaints after ECT by depressed patients who had

received bilateral than by those who had received

unilateral randomly assigned electrode placement.

This supports previous findings that bilateral ECT is

associated with more deficits in memory performance

than is unilateral ECT. Most of the bilateral patients in

this study had more than one type of memory com

plaint, whereas very few unilateral patients had even

one such complaint. The most common complaint was

of a failure to remember events that occurred just

before admission. Physicians typically corroborated

the patients' reports of poor memory, although the

problems were often understated by the patients to

their physicians.

Levels of depression before and after treatment were

equivalent in the bilateral and unilateral groups, as

were the number and length of ECT treatments. Fur

thermore, the strict blindness to electrode placement of

both the interviewer and the patients prevented expec

tations of greater memory loss with bilateral treatment
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from contributing to the larger number of complaints

in this group. Since the difference in memory com

plaints was not likely to be due to any of these

variables depression, treatment dose, expectations, it

was more likely to be based on a real difference in the

effects of bilateral versus unilateral electrode place

ment on memory.

We have documented elsewhere 11 that the bilater

al patients were more cognitively impaired than the

unilateral patients after five ECT treatments. Since, for

most of our sample, additional ECT was interposed

between the cognitive tests given in the larger study

and the structured interview evaluating memory, the

two measures cannot be directly compared for each

patient. Even so, some specificity existed in correla

tions between interview items and test performance

e.g., complaints of poor daily memory significantly

correlated with a decline in test performance of short-

term memory. However, the two sets of measures did

not overlap completely. This may be due to the time

difference in their collection L.R. Squire, personal

communication.

On the other hand, lack of overlap between self-

report and objective measures of memory, even when

obtained closer together in time, is quite common and

can result from two opposite situations: poor test

performance by patients who do not complain and

good test performance by those who have memory

complaints. The former may result from denial or a

disturbance so severe that the patient cannot remem

ber memory failures which occur. The latter may

reflect the insensitivity of some performance tests to

specific memory disturbances that affect the patient's

functioning. Even if there is no objectively identifiable

basis for complaints, the subjective perception of hav

ing a poor memory can distress the patient. Com

plaints based on this perception can provide useful

clinical information, since they can be a sign of prob

lems such as persistent depression 9. Until further

research clarifies the relationship between subjective

and performance-based measures, both should be used

to assess memory during and after ECT treatment.
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